
Ata press conference in Ottawa on Monday, August 22,
Saanich–Gulf Islands MP Elizabeth May put an end to
the media’s week of wild rumours. She will continue to

lead the Green Party of Canada for the forseeable future.
August’s lack of political news, combined with May’s

departure for a week’s family holiday in a remote Cape Breton
cabin with no internet, fueled the media fooferaw of inaccurate
reporting and speculation. In the wild rumour department, May
squelched the rumour that she was about to join another
political party.

The possibility of resignation surfaced at the end of the Green
Party’s biennial conference, August 5–7—this year in Ottawa.
It’s cause was widely misinterpreted; for leader May, the issue
was procedural rather than any one motion. The Green Party
normally uses a consensus seeking procedure rather than a first-
past-the-post vote on motions put to the conference (see BOX,
right. 

However, at the last conference, in 2014, a motion proposed
that the 2016 conference should be conducted by the more
conventional Roberts Rules of Order. Just prior to this year’s
conference, an organizational meeting voted to try this new
system.

This led to a number of motions being carried by majority
without the usual concensus-building process. Most contentious
among them was a motion to support the Boycott, Divestment
and Sanctions movement (BDS) against Israel. 

May expressed her dismay at the way Roberts Rules had
stifled debate on this and other issues. Voting lacked not only
prior consensual debate, but also the previous requirement for
online vote ratification. This, she said, created a privileged
position for those able to attend the conference, over the party’s
20,000 members Canada-wide. 

May said she was ‘heartbroken’ at how the new majoritarian
voting had playing out in dividing the conference, rather than
the usual cohesion created by consensual voting. At the August
22 press conference she added that ‘the way you make decisions
affects the decisions you make.’

Following the conference, she said that perhaps, in view of
her strong position on the conduct of voting and its results, she
should step down as party leader. She added that she thought
that stepping down would trigger a leadership contest and could

create a voting opportunity to revisit the conference’s
contentious motions, including BDS, in a more usual Green
Party manner. Since she was leaving immediately on holiday,
she said she would review the situation on her return.

She arrived back in Ottawa on Sunday, August 21, where she
met with the Green Party Federal Council to find the way
forward. At the press conference, she said that she had been
shown overwhelming support to remain as leader and that the
Federal Council was going to organize a Special Meeting, likely
in December. This meeting would re-open all policies passed at
the August 2016 Convention on which the floor was divided,
with the goal of reuniting the party. She says modern
technologies, when used, enabled the Green Party to have
‘greater numbers of participants in decision-making’.
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Elizabeth May to continue as Green Party Leader - Christa Grace-Warrick

From Green Party’s Procedural Rules
‘The Green Party of Canada uses a consensus seeking
procedure: if possible, we work to make a motion acceptable
to all participants, not a simple majority. We do not use
Robert’s or Bourinot’s Rules of Order in order to make
decisions. Instead, we Greens believe that each person
involved in a decision has a piece of the truth. Therefore,
Greens believe that amendments to a motion strengthen it, as
opposed to the traditional belief that they dilute the motion’s
strength.

This does not mean that total agreement on everything is
required. If a person is unhappy with a motion but is not
sufficiently opposed to stop it from proceeding, that person
may stand aside. This person’s reasons for opposing the
motion are noted for future reference. If a person is sufficiently
opposed to a motion as it stands to stop it from proceeding,
that person may block the motion providing the person is a
member in good standing and the principle for blocking is
consistent with the Party’s constitution and values. A blocked
motion is either tabled, amended, referred to a committee for
more work, or proceeds to a deciding vote.

In a large plenary, coloured cards may be used to indicate
people’s intentions toward a motion: A yellow card indicates
that they need more clarification or information before they
can consent to or reject the motion. A green card indicates that
a person understands the motion and consents to it. A red card
indicates that they understand the motion and object to it.’



Boycott, Divest, Sanction Movement
After the conference, media focused on the BDS movement vote
as May’s reason to step down. May emphasizes that being ‘for’
the BDS movement was not anti-semitic and the BDS
movement should not be demonized. ‘There is goodwill on all
sides,’ she said. Early this year, May had express her opposition
in Parliament to condemnation of the BDS social movement
against Israel. 

The key issue for the convention, which was not addressed
there, she said, was that a political party should not support a
social movement like BDS, ‘with all its ‘baggage and make it part
of policy’. She said this would open up Green Party policy to
outside control. The Special Meeting will likely provide an
opportunity to look at the Israel/Palestine issue in-depth with

full grass-roots involvement.
At the Green Party Conference, May, whose leadership

received a 94% vote of confidence earlier this year, gave a
keynote address spotlighting proportional representation,
climate change, and global trade agreements. She touched on
climate change and proportional representation again at the
August 22 press conference, saying that the House of Commons
Special Committee on Electoral Reform was her focus for the
next three months and that Green Shadow Cabinet and Green
Federal Council would enable her to devote her time to it.

Ed’s Note: The Honourable Maryam Monsef, Minister of
Democratic Institutions, will attend MP May’s townhall on
Saturna on September 7, to hear feedback on democratic
reform.
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